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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report summarizes the responses to the 1989 Merit Principles Survey, a survey completed by a
representative cross-section of nearly 16,000 Federal employees between July and October 1989. The
survey collected facts and statements of attitude and opinion concerning a number of vital Federal
personnel management issues including pay, working conditions, and the quality of supervisors,
coworkers, and job applicants. It is thi hird such survey conducted by the U.S. Merit Systems
Protection Board (MSPB) at 3-year intervals over a 9-year period and thus offers a unique basis for
tracking attitudes and opinions during a time of significant change for the U.S. civil service system.

The ability of the Federal Government to function ef- N Prohibited personnel practices which can have a
fectively and efficiently is related in no small mea- negative effect on work force quality-such as
sure to the quality, competency, and motivation of improper selection or advancement for partisan
its work force. It was with this understanding that a political reasons-are not generally regarded as
merit-based Federal civil service system was estab- a problem in the Federal work place. A contin-
lished over a hundred years ago. The purpose of ued exception is a perception by almost a third
that system is to help assure the presence of a work (30 percent) of the respondents that the "buddy
force capable of meeting the challenge and responsi- system" play" an intrusive role in some
bility of public service. However, that system-and managers' personnel related decisions. Discrimi-
even the role of Government in our society-has nation is the next most frequently perceived
evolved greatly over the intervening years. merit system abuse (15 percent).

How effective is the Federal civil service system 0 Despite generally positive attitudes towards
today and how can it be improved? In addressing their jobs and the work they do, only about half
that question, MSPB looked to the attitudes, opin- of the respondents would recommend the Fed-
ions, and experiences of Federal employees them- eral Government as an employer, while over
selves. Their responses, outlined in this report, pro- one-fourth say they definitely would not. Senior
vide useful insights into such issues as the ability of Executives were the most negative, with 53 per-
the Federal Government to attract, select, motivate, cent saying they would not recommend the Gov-
and retain well qualified employees. Among some ernment as an employer.
of the more important findings are the following:

Performance Management and Productivity
Attracting and Retaining a Quality Work Force

0 Although many employees believe their work
N Respondents generally believe that their fellow groups are at or near capacity regarding the

employees are good workers (only 9 percent quantity and quality of work produced, there
rated them below average). However, the qual- are others who still see some untapped capacity.
ity of employees who have joined their work As was true in 1986, about one-fourth of the re-
units during the last four years is seen as some- spondents in 1989 believe the quantity of work
what lower than the quality of those who left. performed in their work groups could be in-
Moreover, for vacancies at all levels, supervisors creased to a "very great" or "considerable" ex-
rate the quality of applicants less favorably than tent with the same people. Additionally, about
did surervisors in the 1986 survey. This combi- 30 percent of the 1989 respondents believe the
nation poses serious questions about the overall quality of the work in their unit could be im-
quality of the Federal work force in the future.

Working for America: A Federal Employee Survey



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

proved to a "very great" or "considerable" ex- ate supervisors in the Federal work place has
tent (compared to 25 percent in 1986). generally improved since the 1986 survey. Over

f half of the respondents replied favorably toU Over 72 percent ofall respondents agree concep-senofigttamnsonvrussptsf
tualy t~t aporion f teir ay houl beseven of eight statements on various aspects of

tually that a portion of their pay should be

based on performance. However, only 42 per- supervision.

cent would choose to be under a pay-for-perfor-
mance system which bases salary increases on Conditions of Employment
their supervisor's judgment of their job perfor-
mance. E Pay is perceived as falling into a range that can

" The idea of changing the existing five-level per- be described as marginally adequate to unsatis-
formance rating system to a simple "pass/fail" factory. While more than one in every four re-
one is supported by only 25 percent of all re- spondents (28 percent) indicate they are
spondents (59 percent oppose the idea). Interest- satisfied with their current pay, 60 percent ex-
ingly, this idea has more support from first-level prcss dissatisfaction.
supervisors (35 percent) and second-level super- 0 Based on the content of the written comments re-
visors (42 percent) than from nonsupervisory turned with the questionnaires, it appears that
employees. dissatisfaction with pay is not a stand-alone

issue. Rather, it is tightly linked with the nega-

Training and Development tive public image of the Federal Government
and a perceived erosion of the conditions of em-

* Fifty-five percent of the respondents indicate ployment. For example:
that they had not changed jobs within the 3-year The public image of Federal employees-in
period that preceded completion of the survey, the eyes of Federal employees-appears to
Nonetheless, among this relatively stable group have come close to rock bottom. Only 8 per-
of employees, 40 percent said the nature of the cent of respondents see this public image as
work they performed had changed substantially a reason to stay with Federal employment
over that 3-year period. (down from 14 percent in 1986) while 21 per-

" Among the employees who had not changed cent see it as a reason to leave.

jobs, almost one third (32 percent) say they have Perceived assaults on conditions of employ-
not received the training they need to keep pace ment-particularly retirement, health insur-
with changes in those jobs. ance, and pay-are of concern to the

* More specifically, 35 percent of these employees respondents. For example, only 36 percent
alsore sypte y, e notpeintrient in thee e s of the 1989 respondents believe that currentalso say they are not being trained in new tech- Federal health benefits provide a reason to

nology as it comes into their work places. stal hn enents p o rn a rent
stay in Government-down f rm 41 percent
in 196o. While 72 percent of those employ-

Job Satisfaction ees under the Civil Service Retirement Sys-

tem (replaced by the Federal Employees

" Despite dissatisfaction with some of the condi- Retirement System-FERS-in 1984) regard

tions of their employment, individual job satis- that system as a reason to stay in Govern-

faction among Federal employees remains high. ment, only about half (52 percent) of those

Seventy percent report being satisfied with their under FERS believe the later system pro-

jobs--continuing a slowly increasing positive vides a reason to stay in Government.

trend over the last 6 years. U Federal employees have long been restricted in

* Corresponding to the level of satisfaction regard- the degree to which they may engage in parti-
ing the work they do, nearly 9 of every 10 re- san political activity. When asked about their in-

spondents agree that they find their work terest in having these statutory restrictions

meaningful. reduced (e.g., through revision of the Hatch Act
restrictions), there was no clear consensus.

* Indirectly related to job satisfaction is the find- About one-third would like more freedom to be
ing that trust in, and satisfaction with, immedi- active in partisan political activity, over one-

A Report by the U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

fourth would not, and two-fifths are in the mid- - Appointing career executives to fill SES posi-
die. tions to the extent practicable, consistent

with the effective and efficient implementa-U Federal employees have also been subject totinoagcyplyadreosblte.
plans for random drug testing. When asked
about perceptions of drug abuse in the Federal - Assuring that senior executives are account-
work place, about 4 percent of the respondents able and responsible for the effectiveness
believed there was a problem "to a very great ex- and productivity of employees under them.
tent" or "to a considerable extent" in their work
group. (Note: This does not imply that 4 percent U Slightly over four-fifths (83 percent) of these
of the Federal work force has a serious drug same executives believe the goal of "providing a
abuse problem but rather that 4 percent of all compensation system designed to attract and re-
employees believe there is such a problem. Mul- being met. (Since this survey was conducted,
tiple respondents may be aware of the same be , me(sin hs rey was codcprobem.)however, legislation has been passed which
problem.) gives the President the option of increasing SES

While over half (53 percent) of the respondents be- pay levels substantially through Executive
lieve there is no drug abuse problem in their imme- Order.)
diate work groups, the perception of a problem var- In conclusion, the 1989 Merit Principles Survey pres-
ies substantially among agencies. Governmentwide, ents a Federal work force reflective of the diverse so-
12 percent of the respondents perceive a problem ciety of which it is part. Overall, it is a work force
"to some extent" or greater. Among the depart- that takes pride in what it does and believes that
ments and agencies, this perception varies from 23 what it does is important. At the same time, it feels
percent of the respondents in one department to 5 buffeted by forces beyond its control and expresses

concern about its own quality and potentially dimin-
ished capacity in the future.

Senior Executive Service This survey also identifies some pockets of un-

tapped capacity in the current work force and some
0 Over half of the almost 4,500 senior executives obstacles which must be overcome in order to un-

who responded to the survey believe that the fol- lock that potential. There is also an identified need
lowing four statutory goals of the Senior Execu- to prevent erosion of current work force capabilities.
tive Service are being met: One of the keys to greater work force effectiveness

- Recognizing exceptional accomplishment. may well lie in the Government's ability to tailor
Federal personnel policies and programs to the un-

- Ensuring compliance with all applicable even forces and demands affecting it. In this regard,
civil service rules and regulations, including the views of Federal employees reflected in this re-
those related to equal employment opportu- port may be useful to the Administration and Con-
nity, political activity, and conflicts of inter- gress as they consider changes to the Federal civil
est. service system

Working for America: A Federal Employee Survey iii
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INTRODUCTION

This report discusses key findings from the 1989 Today the U.S. civil service is experiencing a "quiet
Merit Principles Survey, a copy of which is included crisis"' in its ability to meet the goals listed above.
as an appendix. Through the survey, respondents There is a body of evidence suggesting that ",he
shared their perceptions about various Federal per- Government is not perceived as an 'employer of
sonnel management issues. This is the third time the choice' by many graduates of some of the country's
Merit Systems Protection Board has conducted a sur- most highly rated academic institutions."2 And
vey of this nature (others were in 1983 and 1986). "since the Federal Government employs relatively
The survey repeated some questions from the earlier more managers, professionals, and technicians than
surveys, allowing comparisons over time. other U.S. employers, the skills required of Federal

workers are greater, on average, than those of em-
There are more than 2.1 million Federal civilian em- ployees in the nation as a whole." 3 Therefore, this at-
ployees (excluding Postal Service employees), and titude towards Federal employment is quite damag-
almost all are paid by tax dollars. Given the cost of ing.
managing it, the public has a very real interest in a
Government that is efficient, effective, and economi- Additionally, there is evidence that the Government
cal. To serve that interest, the Government must: has trouble keeping its employees. A recent MSPB
0 Attract high-quality job applicants; study answered the question "are too many employ-

ees leaving the Government each year?" this way:
* i lire a r t hare of thel ~ih-quality apl,,i- For some occupations in some locations, the an-

cants; swer is yes. For other occupations, the answer is
E Train and develop its employees; no. Where turnover is already a problem * * * there

is reason to suspect that it will become worse be-N Motivate its employees to perform at their best; fore it gets better. 4

and
Federal white-cllar Fay iq viewed as one key to re-m Retain good performers and remove poor ones.I
cruiting and retention problems. It is currently seen

Any employing organization's ability to achieve as compensating some employees too much and oth-
these goals is closely linked to its personnel policies, ers too little, and lacking the flexibility to make the
systems and procedures. For the Federal civil ser- Government a competitive employer in many areas
vice, those policies, systems and procedures are inex- of the country. Similarly, the Government's systems
tricably bound by the concept of merit, which is de- for distinguishing among employees' levels of per-
fined through various laws and regulations. formance, for rewarding top performers, and for de-

l This term was a product of a 1987 symposium on "A National Public Service for the Year 2000" jointly sponsored by the BrtKokings

Institution and the American Enterprise Institute.

2 U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board, "Attracting Quality Graduates to the Federal Government: A View of College Recruiting, " June
1988, p.vii.

3 The I ludson Institute, "Civil Service 2(0M," A Report Prepared for the U. S. Office of Personnel Management, June 1988, p. 10.

4 U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board "Who i,41 oaving 0,o F , i Government? An Anal\'sis of Fr , "e Tuiover," Auigust 1989,
p.3.
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INTRODUCTION

veloping and training its employees have been criti- Federal employees' freedom to participate in parti-
cized. san political activities; and implementing random

The survey reported on here provides two views of drug testing for Federal employees. In one way or

Federal employment from the employees' perspec- another, each of these proposals may contribute to

tive. First, it offers their views of how personnel poli- solving the "quiet crisis."

cies, systems and procedures are affecting the Gov- Second, the survey offers insights into the cumula-
eniment as an employer. These views are offered at tive effects of Federal personnel policies, systems,
a time when a large number of diverse proposals and procedures on the employees' sense of job satis-
concerning the current and future Federal civil ser- faction, both with the jobs they perform and with
vice are being considered or discussed. Among their conditions of employment.
those proposals are: revamping the white-collar pay Together with information from other sources, these
system; revising the procedures used to recruit and Togehesuwth inormation mot er s thes
hire entry-level white-collar employees; changing survey results can be used by policy makers as they
the way executives, managers, and supervisors are weigh alternativ actions to take concerning these is-
developed and trained; restructuring the Federal sues.
employees' health insurance program; increasing

2 A Report by the U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board



APPROACH

We selected a sample containing 23,971 employees The sample was also selected to be representative of
throughout the Federal Government to participate the full-time permanent work force of the Federal
in the survey. Of these, 21,454 employees actually re- Government. In preparing this ieport, we analyzed
ceived the questionnaire between early July and responses on the basis of such factors as respon-
mid-October 1989. Over 74 percent (15,939) of those dents' pay plan and grade level, years of Federal ser-
who received the survey returned completed ques- vice, sex, age, agency of employment, and educa-
tionnaires. tional level.

Participating employees were identified randomly A word about the reporting of figures in this report
from the Central Personnel Data file (CPDF) main- is in order. With very few exceptions, percentages
tained by the U.S. Office of Personnel Management are rounded off for reporting purposes. Because of
(OPM). We used stratified random sampling tech- this rounding, cumulative percentages may not total
niques to ensure representation by pay plan, grade 100 percent.
range, and agency.

Working for Arn'ric . F1'd tr1 Irnphwyv Survey3
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FINDINGS

I. PERSONNEL POLICIES, SYSTEMS, that earlier survey are shown in parentheses under

AND PROCEDURES the current responses.

The pervasive sense of "buddy system" intrusion
A. The Incidence of Prohibited Personnel into personnel selections is disheartening, not the

Practices least because the term is so ill-defined. Likewise, the
extent of the perceptioa of illegal discrimination is
disturbing. In both instances it is possible that actual

Overall, employees perceive merit systen abuses as in- incidence is less than the perception suggests-but
frequent occurrences, although the 1989 perceptions are also in both instances the extent of the perception is
generally slightly less favorable than those in 1986. For damaging to the concept of a system founded on
two kinds of abuses relatively high levels of perception merit. There doesn't appear to be any easy solution
occurred: the intrusion of both a "buddy system" and il- to the problem these findings pose.
legal discrimination in personnel selections.

B. Quality of Job Applicants and Employees
The Federal personnel system is built upon merit.
Beginning in 1883 with the Pendleton Act, the con-
cept of hiring and advancement based on ability has For all categories of jobs, the quality of applicants is
been the system's cornerstone. The Civil Service Re- seen as having worsened over the past 4 years. New
form Act of 1978 (CSRA) strengthened the merit con- hires are seen as being of lower quality than current
cept by identifying merit system principles and pro- or former employes.
hibited personnel p. ctices in law.

We asked all survey respondents whether, over the Turnover is a fact of life for nearly every organiza-

past 2 years, they had been subjected to any of sev- tion. To some degree it is welcome, representing a

eral of the prohibited personnel practices identified dynamic through which "new blood" enters the or-

by the CSRA. We asked a similar question in the ganization. The employees acquired as a result of

1986 survey, permitting comparison of results be- turnover are a key to the organization's future, re-

tween the two surveys. placing the skills and ability lost through departing
employees and in turn bringing new skills and abil-

As was true in 1986, the responses do not indicate ity to the work-place. The capabilities of existing em-
extensive merit system abuses. However, a sizable ployees, and the ability of new employees to equal
proportion (30 percent ) of respondents believe they or surpass those already existing capabilities, deter-
have been denied a job or job reward because of a mine in large part how well an organization sur-
"buddy system." In addition, a smaller proportion vives over the long haul.
(15 percent) believe they have been denied a job or
job reward as a result of prohibited discrimination Pressures n o rganizational survival intensify when
(e.g, based on race, religion, sex, or handicapping major changes occur in how work is accomplished.
condition). In all but one instance the 1989 responses Changes in the composition of the work force or theare slightly less favorable than the 1986 ones. employment pool that feeds that work force increase

those pressures just as do changes in technology.
Table 1 portrays responses to the specific questions Projections indicate that employers will be faced
we asked about prohibited personnel practices. If with a decreasing pool of job a-pplicants by the year
the question was asked in 1986, the responses from 2000. In addition to putting pressure on organiza-

tions to help present employees adapt to change,

Working for America: A Federal Employee Survey 5



FINDINGS

Table 1. Employee -xperience with prohibited personnel practices
(1986 responses in parentheses)

Percent Percent
"Has this practice happened to you?" yes no

Influenced to withdraw from competition for a Federal job in order to help 5 95
another person's chances for getting a job. (4) (96)

Denied a job or job reward as a result of another person's selection 6 94
based on his/her family relationship. (6) (94)

Denied a job or job reward as a result of another person's selection 30 70
based on the "buddy system" without regard to merit. (28) (72)

Denied a job or job reward based on race, color, religion, sex, age, 15 85
national origin, handicapping condition or marital status. (11) (89)

Pressured to resign or transfer as a result of political affiliation. 2 98
(1) (99)

Denied a job or job reward as a result of political affiliation. 2 98
(1) (99)

Asked by someone of authority over you to provide 2 98
a political contribution or service.

Subject to reprisal for making a "whistleblower" disclosure. 7 93

these projections also emphasize the importance of as many as 25 percent perceive improvement in the
an organization's ability to attract a "fair share" of quality of job applicants.
the high-quality workers in the employment pool. Many respondents wrote comments concerning the

How good is the Federal Government in attracting quality of job applicants. The following are typical
its "fair share" of high-quality applicants? What is of what they said:
the caliber of its job applicants? How do new hires The problem c/attracting quality professionals is not
compare to the people they are joining or replacing limited to scientists. I am a lawyer. There are plenty
in the Federal work force? Our survey addressed of OK candidates for legal positions but the quality of
these issues through a number of questions. the hiring pool has declined enormously. The finest

1. Job Applicants law schools, once our primary source, are essentially
closed to the Government. Unfortunately, no one

We asked supervisors if they believe the quality of cares. (A Senior Executive)
applicants for vacancies in their work units has im- The quality of clerical applicants continues to be bad,
proved or worsened over the most recent 4 years be- and the quality of professional applicants has
fore the survey. We asked them to rate the quality of worsened, because the Government cannot compete
various categories of applicants. A similar question with private sector salaries. (A GM 15 employee)
was asked in 1986. The responses of those who
made judgments are shown in table 2 with 1986 re- Government service will ultimately be staffed by mar-
sponses shown in parentheses where applicable. ginal individuals unable to secure employment in the
The results indicate a noticeable decrease in the qual- private sector. We are already seeing this. Competent
ity of job applicants between the 1986 survey (when executives are leaving Government and being re-
the responses did not reflect a very positive outlook) placed by very mediocre people. (A Senior Executive)
and the one in 1989. For every category of job appli- These findings lend urgency to the current debate
cant queried, at least 40 percent of the respondents over issues such as how to revise Federal white-
perceived a worsening of quality, and in no case did

6 A Report by the U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board



Table 2. "In the past 4 years, has the quality of applicants for vacancies in your work group improved or worsened?"
(1986 responses in parentheses)

Percent answering-
Somewhat or Remained Somewhat or

Category of Vacancy greatly improved the same greatly worsened

Trades and crafts 17 36 47

(26) (41) (32)

GS 1-5 clerical or secretarial 14 34 52

GS 6 and above clerical or secretarial 15 42 43
(in 1986, category was GS 1-8 clerical) (21) (37) (42)

GS 1-5 technical (e.g., engineering, biological or 20 39 41
medical aide, or technician)

GS 6 and above technical 20 38 42
(In 1986, category was GS 1-10 technical) (25) (42) (33)

GS 5-7 entry-level professional or administrative 23 35 42
(31) (33) (36)

GS 9-12 midlevel professional or administrative 22 37 41
(28) (38) (35)

GS or GM 13-15 senior-level 21 36 43
professional or administrative (24) (40) (36)

SES or GS 16-18 17 36 47
(15) (54) (31)

Other 10 28 61
(Not asked in 1986)

collar pay and the hiring practices for entry-level dents and those who said they were first- and sec-
professional and administrative positions. If, as the ond-level supervisors.
survey suggests, the quality of applicants that the Slightly higher percentages of supervisors than non-
Federal Government is able to attract is declining,g yg p g

fceg supervisors are positive in their judgments of cur-
then in time the quality of the Federal work force rent employees. About 60 percent of all first-level su-
will also decline. pervisors and 67 percent of all second-level supervi-

2. Current Employees and New Hires sors believe the quality of their coworkers is above
average or outstanding (compared to 53 percent of

The effects of an applicant pool of declining quality all respondents).
may already be showing up in the quality of new A number of respondents wrote comments concern-
hires. As can be seen in figure 1, survey respondents A nuber of epondent wrk cm e ost
view workers who have recently joined their work ing the quality of the current work force. While most
units from outside the Government as being of were complimentary, they fell within a range shown
lower quality than current or former employees, by the following quotes:
Where the quality of new hires from outside the My office is highly productive and efficient. I believe
Government is concerned, there is little difference that I and my subordinates should be paid a salary
among the perceptions of nonsupervisory respon- which reflects the monies we have saved the Govern-

Working for America: A Federal Employee Survey 7



ment and also the service we provide the Depart- either of my children to work here. (A Senior Execu-
ment. (A GM 13-14 employee) tive)

As a non-supervisory professional employee in the ex- Unfortunately, the reputation and monetary issues
cepted service, I am constantly frustrated by the de- pertaining to Federal employees have been abused by
clining quality of literacy, human relations skills, the politicians and news media. As a result it is far
and technical skills exhibited by program officers and more difficult to recruit and retain quality personnel.
employees for whom I render legal services. (GS 13- (A Federal Wage System employee)
14 employee) When I joined the Federal Service years ago I was

This is the crux of the "quiet crisis"-a work force proud to say I worked for the government, but contin-
that appears to be slowly declining in quality at a uously blaming the bureaucracy for government fail-
time when the demands being made on it are in- ures makes it less attractive. College graduates are
creasing. The ultimate effects of this combination of hired who can't read or write; tests to see their capa-
events are unsettling to contemplate. Many respon- bilities are ruled unwarranted. Salaries for new hires
dents offered comments about their fellow employ- are not competitive, so the government gets what it
ees, or about current employees and new hires. pays for-mediocrity. (A GM 13-15 employee)
Among the examples listed below, there's some-
thing very sad about the first. How many executives C. Keeping Current in the Work Place
working for other employers would flatly state that
they do not want their children to work where they
do? About one-third of the employees who have not

The quality of the career workforce is in the midst of a changed jobs over the past 3 years report not receiv-
Theaquality odhece.e workforcea s inve te mit oing training needed to: (1) keep current with changes
gradual decline. We will always have people willing in their jobs or (2) use new technology as it enters
to take the jobs-they just will not be the type ofpeo- their workplaces. This suggests that the Federal Gov-
pie or the experience level needed to run large, expen- ernment is not doing a good job in keeping its em-
sive and technically complex programs. I do not want ployees current.

Figure 1. Responses to the question
"Overall, how would you rate the quality of:"

53% 36%

38% 45%

Current coworkers in New hires from
work group outside Government

56%

10%

34%
People who left Government

from your work group

Outstanding/ About average Below Average
above average
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Some of our questions focused on the issue of Fifty-five percent of our respondents had not
changes in the workplace and how well agencies are changed jobs within the 3-year period before they
helping employees stay current with those changes. completed the survey. Their responses to certain
This is an area of increasing importance, especially questions offer an opportunity to determine how
in light of pro ctions such as those found in "Civil well employees believe their agencies are helping
Service 2000." It appears that the Government's them deal with changes in the workplace. The ques-
ability to provide high-quality services in the future tions were directed toward determining whether the
will increasingly depend on its ability to train and re- nature of each employee's work had changed over
tra.. existing staff, or to provide training to newly the past 3 years; whether the employee had received
hired individuals who may not bring all of the re- the training needed to keep pace with changes in the
quired knowledge and skills to the jobs for which job; and whether they were being trained in new
they are hired. technology.

Our questions on this subject triggered some written The responses from the 55 percent who had not
comments from respondents. The following typical changed jobs in the past 3 years are shown in figure
comments reflect the range of experiences to which 2. The response patterns for the three questions coy-
Federal employees are being exposed: ered by that figure contain a few subtle differences.

Training is a joke. There is minimal budget for it and Forty percent of the respondents report that the na-
all travel for it has to come from the program's travel ture of their work had changed substantially over
budget-very low priority! (A GS 9-12 employee) the past 3 years (46 percent said it hadn't). These fig-
We are convertingfrom pen and pencil planning ures were generally unchanged when we analyzed

We ae covering romthe responses by men and women respondents, and
products and documents to digital ones. It's a lot of th ose w y in adqwomersondts ind
fun. It's challenging, it's tough, it's a vertical learn- by those working in headquarters and those in field
ing curve for me and my cohorts in this field. But I settings. This gives a suggestion of how much
don't know how I'm going to get anyone properly change is taking place in the work performed in Fed-
trained at most locations to use this technology. We
have no staff. The outstanding folks are leaving. The Almost half (46 percent) of the respondents agree
new technology will allow the staff to do a better, a that they have received training they needed to keep
much better job, but nobody can slow down enough pace with changes in their jobs. Almost one-third
from the daily details to learn how to use the new (30 percent) say they have not. The figures for head-
tools. (A GS 9-12 employee) quarters and field employees are virtually identical.

The training I have received from the Government is There is a small difference between women and

great. Unfortunately, I may have to use the training men, with women reporting a slightly higher rate of

for work in the private sector because of cost of living agreement than men (54 percent to 46 percent). The

constraints. It is a shame that we spend millions of 32-percent disagreenent rate on this issue suggests

dollars to train people, only to lose them to private in- that Federal agencies are failing to provide training
dustry. (A GS 9-12 employee) to a large proportion of their employees. If the

respondents' perceptions are correct, this creates a

More than 9 of every 10 respondents (94 percent) be- potential for long-term adverse consequences for
lieve they have the skills they need to do their jobs. agencies' abilities to carry out their missions.
Additionally, over two-thirds of the respondents be- Forty-two percent of the respondents agree that they
lieve their jobs make good use of their skills and abil- are being trained in new technology as it comes into
ities. In general, the older the employees, the more their work place (35 percent disagree). Again, head-
likely they are to believe the job makes good use of quarters and field employees are almost identical in
their skills and ability. This may be because people their response patterns, and a larger proportion of
tend to gravitate eventually toward jobs that suit the respon d fa or tion-them orbecase hey venuall acommoatewomen than men respond favorably. In this in-
them, or because they eventually accommodate stance, however, the difference between women (53their assigned jobs. percent agree; 33 percent disagree) and men (41 per-

5 The I ludson Institute, op. cit., pp.22,30, and 32.
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Figure 2. Three Views of Keeping Current in the Workplace

A. "The nature of the work I perform B. "I have received the training
has changed substantially over I needed to keep pace with
the past 3 years." my job as it has changed."

Category of Respondent Category of Respondent
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new technology as it is
brought into my office."
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cent agree; 40 percent disagree) is appreciably units could be increased or improved with the exist-
larger. At least in part, this difference may reflect a ing employees. This may prove to be a critical issue
combination of proportionately more women than as tight budgets and restrictions on hiring (plus in-
men in clerical and similar support jobs and recent creased difficulty in finding qualified applicants to
significant increases in technologically advanced of- fill jobs) join to place pressure on Federal agencies.
fice automation equipment in Federal offices. We also explored this issue in the 1986 survey.

Not surprisingly, the smallest percentages of respon- The results, compared to 1986 responses, are shown
dents who say that their jobs have changed substan- in figure 3. As was true in 1986, about one-fourth of
tially are in the SES and supergrade (GS 16-18) groups, the respondents believe the amount of work per-
while the group with the highest percentage saying formed in their work groups could be increased to a
their jobs have changed substantially are the GS 14's. "very great" or "considerable" extent with the same

SES members and CS 1-4 employees have the high- people (about another one-fourth believe no addi-
es meer gs ain g that they receive the train- tional amount can be performed). About 30 percent
est percentages agreeing at th cein their of the 1989 respondents believe the quality of the
ing they need to keep pace with changes in their work in their unit could be improved to a "very
jobs (based on the previous statement, it could be ar- great" or "considerable" extent with the same peo-
gued that these are the two groups with, respec- ple, compared to 25 percent in 1986. The 1989 "quan-
tively, the least and most need for this kind of train- tity," and "quality" figures are shared about equally

ing). Among white-collar groups, GS 13-15 employ- t it -and qua lty" su e r sr a nd non-

ees have the lowest percentage agreeing with this by first- and second-level supervisors and non-

statement. Among all groups, blue-collar employees y emly

have the lowest agreement rate. Clearly, relatively large percentages of employees

SES members also have the highest percentage still see the potential for improvement in the quan-

agreeing that they receive training in new technol- tity and quality of work performed by their units.
ogrein has t isintrodceeo theorainn pce. thno- Whether agencies are able to take advantage of
ogy as it is introduced to the work place. Among those perceived opportunities may hinge on other
white-collar groups, CS 9-12 and CS 13-15 employ- matters. One is the ability and will to provide em-

ees have the lowest percentages agreeing with this matters One is e ede a s j o chang e e r

statement, but the actual lowest percentage of agree- ployees with skills needed as jobs change. Another

ment is among blue-collar employees. The GS 9-12 is the quality of the persons selected for supervisory

and blue-collar groups also have the highest percent- jobs, since supervisors can strongly influence their

ages of disagreement. employees' desire (and ability) to improve the quan-
tity and quality of their work. Yet another is the ex-

While the supporting evidence is marginal, it's al- tent to which a workable pay-for-performance sys-
most an article of faith that when budgets are tight tem can be devised and implemented to strengthen
training dollars are very limited. Based on projec- impetus for tapping this potential.
tions such as those found in "Civil Service 2000,"
this would seem to be a "penny wise, pound fool- E. Views of Performance Management
ish" practice. And based on the information pro- Systems
vided by our respondents, it would seem that agen-
cies should be more concerned about meeting the
training needs of large numbers of their current em- The components of the Federal Government's perfor-
ployces. mance management program are not creating an at-

mosphere that strongly encourages quality

D. Ability to Increase the Quantity or Improve performance. One element of performance manage-

the Quality of Work ment-pay for performance-has strong conceptual
support among Federal employees, but the operation
of existing pay-for-performance systems has far less

Relatively large percentages of employees believe that support. The current performance appraisal systems,
their work units can increase the quantity and qual- which are the heart of the performance management
ity of the work they perform with the same people. program, are not doing well.

The survey explored whether respondents believed the Since civil service reform, emphasis has increasingly
quantity and quality of work performed by their work been placed on paying Federal employees on the

Working for America: A Federal Employee Survey 11



Figure 3. Responses to "If the people in your work
group stayed the same, to what extent do you believe:"

"a. the amount of work done in your area could be increased?"

Percent
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"b. the quality of work done in your area could be increased?"
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basis of their performance. Pay for senior executives pay-for-performance system is unusual in that it
and GM 6 employees already is set under systems doesn't follow the pattern of other groups not cur-
that include pay-for-performance components. For rently under such a system.
GS and Wage System employees, there are clear We specifically asked respondents to comment on
links between performance and pay advancement e sp cif ical as e r od o ommnt on
within grade, although this advancement is through why, given a choice, they would or would not want"steps" that are determined more by longevity than to be under a pay-for-performance system. As mightperformance. These latter two systems provide for be expected, we got thousands of responses contain-
accelerated advancement for superior performance, ing almost every conceivable answer. The following
and no advancement for poor performance, but both examples convey the most common themes we

responses are exceptions to the norm. found and the range of the responses:

Since the CSRA was enacted more weight has been
given to performance as a factor in pay advance- Pay for performance is fair. It gives an incentive to
ment, and there have been several proposals to re- all who work to do [their] best. (A GS 5-8 employee)
vise or eliminate the current "step" increase ap- If objective assessment of performance were assured I
proach to pay advancement for white-collar GS em- would [want to be under such a system]. That has
ployees. Some would simply have given more
weight to performance in determining eligibility for never been accomplished. (A GS 9-12 employee)
a step increase; others would have eliminated steps The GM merit pay system works! (A GM 13-14 em-
altogether. A recent Administration proposal would ployee)
eliminate step increases for most white-collar em-
ployees, allowing them only for certain categories of Merpayeen
employees, and then only until the employees
reached salary rates equal to the "going rate" for I'm presently under such a system in the SES and
their jobs. strongly support this approach. (A Senior Executive)

Because interest in even stronger links between per- Pay for performance as now in law does not work. (A
formance and pay is still very real (even for SES and Senior Executive)
GM employees), our survey asked about attitudes
and perceptions towards pay for performance. Our
questions ranged from inquiries about attitudes to- Most employees who express reservation about
wards the broad concept to specific questions aimed such a system do so based on either or both of the
at particular practices. following reasons: (1) doubts that their supervisors

Almost three-fourths of all respondents (72 percent) could-or would be allowed to-make objective as-

agree that a portion of their pay should be based on sessments of their performance; and (2) concern that

performance. However, only about two of every five any such system would lack enough money to prop-
erly reward the best performers once meaningfulrespondents (42 percent) agree that they would distinctions among levels of performance are made.choose to be under a pay-for-performance system if Both of these reasons go to the heart of such a

they had the choice. A similar proportion (43 per-

cent) disagree. As seen in figure 4, a greater propor- system's operation, not to its concept.

tion of second-level supervisors than non- A number of research scientists pointed out that
supervisors would opt for coverage by such a sys- they are under a person-in-the-job classification sys-
tem: tern (classified under the Research Grade Evaluation

The distribution of responses by pay plan and grade Guide, or RGEG) that ultimately bases promotions,

grouping (figure 5) is also interesting, generally and hence pay, on performance. They favor that sys-

showing that those already under pay-for-perfor- tern for their jobs, suggesting that at least one per-

mance systems tend to support it. The disposition of ived pay-for-performance system may have man-
the GS 1-4 group towards favoring being under a aged to meet the two concerns mentioned in the pre-

6 The GM pay plan includes managers, supervisors, and management officials in CS 13, 14, and 15 jobs.
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Figure 4. Supervisor/Nonsupervisor responses
to "It I had a choice, I would choose to be
under a pay-for-performance system ".

Respondent Category

Nonsupervisors

First-level
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Figure 5. Responses by Pay Plan and Grade to
"It I had a choice I would choose to be under

a pay-for-performance system
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FINDINGS

ceding paragraph. Typically, research scientists' As the figure also shows, this self-reported distribu-
grade assignments are determined by peer panels tion does not vary substantially from the overall dis-
which apply the grade-determining criteria of the tribution of actual performance ratings for the fiscal
RGEG. year immediately before our survey was adminis-

About two-fifths of all respondents agree that their tered.

supervisors should have more control over their in- Almost two-thirds of the respondents believe their
dividual compensation through the performance ap- most recent performance ratings were accurate,
praisal system; about a similar proportion disagree. while almost a third believe they weren't. We tested

More than 9 of every 10 respondents had received for a relationship between a rating at or below the
Mrethn 9oeverfo c aprasa s h hee12 fully successful level and a corresponding belief thatwritten performance appraisals within the th1aigwsno2cuae h rltosi a

months before the survey. About 2 percent had not the rating was not accurate. The relationship was
been in the job long enough to get a rating. Over 5 not perfect, but a large proportion of employees

beenin he ob ong nouh t gea raing Ovr 5with fully successtul or lower ratings did not believe
percent report not having been rated within the past th rating was accurate.

12 months but having been in their jobs long enough the rating was accurate.

to require a rating. This latter figure projects to over What is to be made of a performance rating system
91,500 employees who were in their jobs long in which two-thirds of all employees are rated
enough to be rated but who weren't. While there "above the norm" on their performance? What, in-
may have been legitimate reasons many of these em- deed, when most of the remaining one-third are
ployees didn't receive ratings (e.g., they were in rated as meeting the "fully successful" nonn and
long-term training or on detail), the number is large many of them disagree with the accuracy of their rat-
enough to suggest a problem. ings? What do these employee responses say about

Since performance ratings are a key tool in Federal the system? Or about the perception of a "fully suc-

performance management systems, the absence of a ccssful" rating?

performance rating may have negative conse- If the Federal Government is serious about establish-
quences for the affected employee or the agency. For ing and implementing pay systems based on perfor-
example, since pay determinations for SES and GM mance, it appears that substantial improvement is
employees are directly linked to the performance rat- needed in the system used to measure performance.
ing, the absence of a rating may lead to a "presump- Certainly, employee acceptance of the "fully success-
tive" one which could in turn result in a smaller or ful" rating needs improving.
larger merit pay increase than would have been Only about one in five respondents agrees that part
earned by the employee's performance. Similarly, of their pay should be based on the performance of
the failure to have a current performance rating may their work group, while more than two of every
affect an employee's chances for a promotion or a three disagree with this idea. Consideration of
new job in another Federal agency. group performance in determining individual rat-

To what extent are our respondents involved in de- ings is permitted under current Federal performance
termining their performance elements and stan- rating regulations and may be a fairly common prac-
dards? About one in five says "to a very great" or tice in rating many SES and GM employees.
"considerable" extent, and another one in five says We also asked to what extent different people
to "some" extent. Nearly three in five say to "little" should play a role in each respondent's performanceor "no" extent, with over two of those three answer- shudpaaroeiechesndt'prfmne
ing "no" extent. This distribution could indicate an appraisal rating. The choices offered in the question-
operational problem since employee participation is naire included the individual being rated, cowork-
oereuional roblemEsn employees an con- i ers, and both first- and second-level supervisors. Asrequired for SES and GM employees and encour- figure 7 shows, immediate supervisors and the indi-
aged for other employees. However, 9 of every 10 re- vidual being rated are the strong choices for involve-
spondents agree that they understand the perfor- ment in the rating process. Peer involvement, sug-
mance standards for their jobs, so in practical effect gested by some Federal unions, doesn't enjoy strong
there appears to be little or no problem. support.

As figure 6 shows, about two-thirds of the survey re- About 20 percent of the respondents agree that there
spondents report that their most recent performance should be a limit on the number of high perfor-
ratings were above fully successful. Most of the re- mance ratings that can be given, while more than 50
maining one-third report "fully successful" ratings.
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Figure 6. Distribution of Fully Successful
or Higher Ratings as Reported by Survey
Respondents and as Shown in OPM Files

Rating as Reflected in:
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NOTE. OPM data are for FY 1988 (as of October 1988 for GM and

Sept 30. 1988. for SES employees). GS 1 ;9, eriployees oitted.

percent disagree. And about 25 percent of all respon- We asked the respondents to tell us to what extent
dents agree that the performance rating system those monetary incentives influenced their decision
should be changed to a "pass-fail" system, while to stay with or leave Federal employment. About
about 60 percent disagree. Conceming this latter one-third of the respondents see these incentives as
point, the difference by supervisory status shown in reasons to continue working for the Federal Govern-
figure 8 is interesting, particularly since many sec- ment. A somewhat smaller proportion see these in-
ond-level supervisors-those most in favor of "pass- centives as reasons to leave.
fail"-may well be responsible for approving rat- We also asked respondents to what extent it was
ings for individuals under the GNM pay-for-perfor- likely that they would receive certain kinds of tangi-
mance system and thus directly affecting their pay). ble and intangible recognition if they performed bet-
Could it be that the apparent lack of a ringing en- ter. Their answers, shown in table 3, make two
dorsement for the current five-step system reflects points: Federal employees believe they are more
frustration about the ability of that system to permit likely to receive informal than formal recognition for
sufficiently meaningful pay distinctions among the btter performance; and the situation didn't change
top thre levels of performance? much between 1986 and 1989. Further analyses of

Each of the several Federal pay systems makes pro- the 1989 responses shows no important distinctions
vision for various forms of monetary incentives between men and women, or employees in head-
based on performance. These incentives include quarters settings compared to those in field offices.
cash awards, bonuses, and quality ,stp increases.
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Figure 7. Responses to "To what extent should
each of the following be allowed to provide

input into your performance rating?"
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Figure 8. Responses to "I would like to see
the existing 5-level performance rating system

changed to a simple 'pass/fail' one."
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Table 3. 1989 and 1986 responses to "If you perform better, how likely is it that you will receive:"

Percent very or Percent very or
Kind of recognition somewhat likely somewhat unlikely

1989 1986 1989 1986

More pay (e.g., bonus, promotion, cash award) 36 32 54 55

Nonpay rewards (e.g., letter of recognition) 33 37 54 47

Informal recognition (e.g., told you are doing good work) 61 62 29 26

In 1986 and 1989, a respective 32 and 36 percent of suits, including comparisons with 1986, are shown
respondents believed they would receive more pay in figure 9.
for performing better-both about double the 17 per- Generally speaking, the 1989 results are favorable.
cent figure recorded in 1983. In addition, the 37 per- Of eight supervisory responsibilities covered, there
cent in 1986 and 33 percent in 1989 who believed o ne hs oryeni es ored, thc-

thy oud eciv nnpyrewards for performing is only one ("has organized our work group effc-
they would receive nonpay terds 2 perceng lively to get the work done") where fewer than halfbetter were an improvement over 1983's 23 percent. of the respondents agree with the statement. In most

In both instances, however, there is room for sub- i a t e agreen t e e s tat ve 60 per-
stanialimpoveent n te prceved inkbeteen instances the agreement level is at or above 60 per-

stantial improvement in the perceived link between cent. A hopeful sign is that, of the seven statements
recognition (including pay) and performance. that were repeated from 1986, six show at least a lit

tie improvement in the percentage of employees
F. How Employees View Their Immediate agreeing.

Supervisors
While a majority of the respondents give their super-
visors good marks on most of the issues we asked

Supervisors appear to be dloing fairly good jobs in about, some 30 to 50 percent of the respondents do
meeting their super'isory responsibilities. However, not do so. Federal agencies can expect to experience
some 30 to 50 percent of the respondents believe there increasingly tight budgets and limited personnel
is room for their supervisors to improve that perfor- ceilings, which will increase pressure on them to do
mance. I better with what they have. In turn, such expecta-

tions will place added strain on first-line and higher

While employees seldom get an opportunity to supervisors. And as MSPB has reported elsewhere,
" rate" supervisors, in a sense we gave our 1989 re- the "selection strategy typically used by most agen-

spondents an opportunity to do so. We asked the re- cies [to fill first-line supervisory jobs] may not be ad-

spondents to show their agreement or disagreement equate for meeting slection needs in all situa-

with eight statements aimed at establishing how em- ions." While it appears desirable-and may be pos-

ployees view their immediate supervisors. The state- sible-to improve the skills of existing supervisors,

ments addressed such supervisory responsibilities it may be critical to good government that the tech-

or traits as maintaining effective two-way communi- niques for selecting future supervisors be improved.

cations, having good leadership skills, and treating We simply won't be able to let supervisors learn "on

their employees fairly. One statement dealt with the the job" in the future.

trust and confidence employees have in their imme-

diate supervisors. With one exception, these state-
ments hid been included in our 1986 survey. The re-

7 .r s g M h r1 S v ' -.I .c m - '.. l 't c, ' I I, I . r .r , •'F : r ' -t 1.1 c ' ~1 Ip c r v . y v 'l c c l i Ii A th c F r l i v er m en t, J te P r o te9 , ( 'te r i e w .
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Figure 9. Percent of 1989 and 1986 Respondents Agreeing to
"To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following

statements about your immediate supervisor?"

Statement

There is effective 2-way communication 67
between my immediate supervisor and me . .a ....... a...im 6

My immediate supervisor treats me fairly. 72.
. 16 7

My immediate supervisor has good 67
technical skills. 6

My immediate supervisor has good ,

!,adership skills.

My immediate supervisor encourages my 6

ideas and suggestions to improve work. / , .: .: ::::. : .; 5

My immediate supervisor has organized 4

work effectively to get the work done. . iii.::']4

My immediate supervisor encourages my 6

participation in decisions affecting me. (Not ask~ed in 1986.)

I have trust and confidence in my 5

immediate supervisor ........ ...

........ :.. :.:... - -::& -

Percent Agreeing

G. Managing People-Dealing With Poor gether. Since problem employees can disrupt the
Performance and Misconduct work of others and reduce the efficiency and effec-

tiveness of the Govcrnnment's scrvices, it's important
for supervisors to remove the problem-which in

Supcr u'isors arc gencrally willing to deal with perfor- the last resort may mean removing the employee.
mance and disciplinary problems. They view the effec- We al
tiveness of the options available to them for this Wir

purpse e~g, tkin fomalactonputingtheem-problem employees within the most recent 2 years
ployee on a performance improvement plan) less fa- b4
vorably, or about as favorable, as the respondents to not dealt with any problem employees within that

the 1986 suvy time frame. About 25 percent had dealt with at least
one performance problem, and about a similar pro-
portion had dealt with at least one problem involv-

One of the most onerous tasks facing supervisors is ing both poor performance and misconduct. Only
dealing with problem employees Problems gener- about 7 percent had dealt with at least one problem
ally fall into two categories, poor performance or employee involving only misconduct. The roughly

misconduct. Sometimes these two are linked to-
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60 percent that had dealt with at least one problem desirable pattern between 1986 and 1989 in most in-
employee is very similar to the 64 percent that re- stances-fewer supervisors in 1989 than in 1986 gen-
ported doing so in the 1986 survey.The respondents erally perceive the actions they've taken as likely to
who had dealt with a problem within the most re- make things better. Since we didn't ask about
cent 2 years report that their most recent problem "mixed problems" in 1986, comparative data aren't
was based on: provided.

Table 4-B shows that in both 1989 and 1986,7 to 14
Poor performance ... ............ 47% percent of the supervisors "gave the employee a less

than satisfactory rating" and/or "placed the em-
Misconduct .... ............... 19% ployee on a Performance Improvement Plan" for

misconduct. Both are corrective actions normally as-
Both poor performance and misconduct .34% sociated with performance, rather than misconduct,

problems. The survey doesn't provide information
about why supervisors take specific corrective ac-

We then asked the supervisors to report the actions tions or what they define as "misconduct." It may
they had taken in dealing with the problem employ- be, however, that both the performance rating pro-
ees, and the effect they perceived those action as cess and a Performance Improvement Plan improve
having. Tables 4-A, 4-B, and 4-C show the reported communication between supervisors and problem
actions and results, with 1986 data shown in paren- employees, thereby proving helpful in a wide range
theses. of situations.

Concentrating on the column "made things better"
for performance and misconduct cases reveals an un-

Table 4-A. What supervisors say they're doing about poor performers
(1986 responses in parentheses)

Percent agreeing the action 1-

Percent Made Made Made No basis
taking things no things to

Action taken action better difference Worse judge

Counseled and worked with employee informally 90 47 47 3 3
(90) (60) (37) (1) (2)

Referred employee to counseling service 18 25 58 3 14
(14) (32) (55) (7) (6)

Gave employee less than satisfactory rating 30 34 43 20 4
(28) (33) (48) (15) (4)

Placed employee on a Performance Improvement Plan 26 52 37 8 4
G 1) (56) (34) (5) (5)

Initiated formal action against employee 18 49 39 9 3
(22) (51) (36) (9) (4)

Took no action 3
(2)

2 68 2 29

S(14) (29) (4) (53)
Haven't decided yet 4

(4)
Respondents evaluated the effect only of actions they reported taking.

Less than 1 percent.
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Table 4-B. What supervisors say they're doing about misconduct problems
(1986 responses in parentheses)

Percent agreeing the actioni-

Percent Made Made Made No basis
taking things no things to

Action taken action better difference Worse judge

Counseled and worked with employee informally 75 48 37 12 3
(79) (52) (44) (3) (1)

Referred employee to counseling service 30 28 51 7 14
(29) (34) (58) (2) (6)

Gave employee less than satisfactory rating 14 24 62 13
(12) (36) (54) (8) (2)

Placed employee on a Performance Improvement Plan 10 54 42 4
(7) (52) (23) (25) (0)

Initiated formal action against employee 49 48 35 11 5
(44) (61) (20) (6) (13)

Took no action
(3)

21 34 0 45
(13) (36) (3) (48)

Haven't decided yet 1
(4)

Respondents evaluated the effect only of actions they reported taking.

Less than I percent.

Table 4-C. What supervisors say they're doing about combined poor performance and misconduct problems

(Responses were not reported in 1986)

Percent agreeing the action1

Percent Made Made Made No basis
taking things no things to

Action taken action better difference Worse judge

Counseled and worked with employee informally 87 46 46 6 2

Referred employee to counseling service 39 27 57 10 7

Gave employee less than satisfactory rating 32 28 57 14 2

Placed employee on a Performance Improvement Plan 27 52 34 7 7

Initiated formal action against employee 46 50 35 10 5

Took no action 5 4 44 18 35

Haven't decided yet 3

Respondents evaluated the effect only of actions they reported taking.
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TINDINGS

H. The Senior Executive Service We asked SES respondents their views of how suc-
cessful their agencies are in meeting the 14 objec-
tives CSRA defined for the SES. Their responses are

Senior executives view most of the objectives of the shown in table 5. More often than not, the responses
SES as being met at least somewhat by their agen- show that agencies are viewed as meeting most of
cies, although the percentages choosing "completely the objectives at least somewhat.
or somewhat successful" tend to be lower than werefound in the 1986 survey. The objective viewed as Most of the questions concerning the SES objectives

foun inthe198 suvey Theobjctie vewe aswere also asked in the 1986 survey. Where a ques-
least successfully met is that of "providing a compen- was aed in the 1986 resonue
sation system designed to attract and retain highly ion was repeated, table 5 shows the 1986 response
competent senior executives." The survey was com- in pareheses entne t ne Althoug
pleted before recent legislation increasing senior the 1989 responses continue to indicate a general
executives' pay was passed, so the effect of that legis- sense of the objectives big met, in most instances
lation on executives' perceptions is not reflected in that view is not as favoravLy held as it was in 1986.

these results. Four objectives are viewed by half or more of the re-
spondents as being met at least somewhat: (1) assur-

The Senior Executive Service was created by the ing that senior executives are accountable and re-
Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 to provide the Fed- sponsible for the effectiveness and productivity of
eral Government with a corps of highly motivated employees under them; (2) recognizing exceptional
and competent executives. The first ("charter") mem- performance; (3) compl)y ng with all civil service
bers of the SES were offered both greater risks and rules and regulations; and (4) filling SES positions
greater rewards than had been typical in the "super- with career employees to the extent practicable. As
grade" (GS 16, 17, and 18) jobs from which most was the case in 1986, "providing a compensation sys-
originally came. There are about 6,500 members of tem designed to attract and retain higialy competent
the SES. Out of that number, slightly over 400 are po- senior executives" is the objective the lowest percent-
litical appointees. By law, not more than 10 percent age of SES members believe is being met. Since this
of SES positions may be filled by political ap- survey was conducted, however, legislation has
pointees. been passed which gives the President the option of

increasing SES pay levels substantially through Exec-
Here is a profile of the SES respondents to our sur- utive Order. Should that occur, this perception
vey (the categories are not mutually exclusive): could significantly change.

Charter members . ........... 29% Our respondents' view that the SES pay system has
largely failed to meet its statutory compensation ob-

jective mirrors the responses from former members
Been in the SES 5 or more ycars........58% of the SES to a survey initiated by MSPB in October

Career appointment ............. .96% 1988. As MSPB has reported, 8

* * * a monetary reason--dissatisfaction over the

Women ...... ................ 9% possible continuation of an SES pay cap-was
the single most often cited reason for leaving the

Work in field location ... .......... 31% Federal service. It was cited by 57 percent of the
respondents and the percentage citing that rea-

Work for: Political executive .. ...... 26% son did not vary significantly between those re-
Career executive .. ....... 64% tired and those who resigned.
Military executive ...... 9% About one in 10 SES members surveyed in 1989 be-

lieves the SES performance appraisal system has im-
Supervise other members of the SES . ... 31% proved organizational effectiveness; about 6 in 10

do not. About one-fourth of the SES members be-

8 U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board, "The Senior Executive Service, Views of Former Federal Executives," October 1989, p.9 .
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Table 5. How current SES members evaluate efforts to meet SES objectives, 1989 and 19861

(1986 responses in parentheses)

Percent responding-

Completely Completely
"How successful is your agency or somewhat or somewhat
in meeting these objectives?" successful Neither unsuccessful

Basing compensation, retention, and tenure on
executive success measured in terms of individual 35 18 39
and organizational performance. (48) (17) (32)

Assuring that senior executives are accountable
and responsible for the effectiveness and 54 17 24
productivity of employees under them. (63) (17) (19)

Recognizing exceptional performance. 51 13 31
(55) (15) (29)

Enabling the head of an agency to reassign senior 32 20 32
executives to best accomplish the agency's mission. (39) (23) (27)

Providing severance pay, early retirement, and
placement assistance for senior executives who are 9 10 10
removed from the SES for nondisciplinary reasons. (13) (15) (12)

Protecting senior executives from arbitrary or 24 14 25
capricious actions. (27) (18) (26)

Providing for program continuity and policy advocacy 46 19 17
in the management of public programs. (53) (22) (16)

Ensuring accountability for honest, economical, 49 23 17
and efficient government. (55) (24) (15)

Providing for the initial and continuing systematic 38 21 34
development of highly competent senior executives. (38) (24) (34)

Providing for an executive system which is guided by
the public interest and free from improper political 46 18 26
interference. (43) (21) (30)

Providing a compensation system designed to attract and 7 9 79
retain highly competent senior executives. (13) (14) (71)

Maintaining a merit2personnel system free from prohibited
personnel practices. 47 19 22

Ensuring compliance with all applicable civil service rules
and regulations, including those related to equal employment
opportunity, political activity, and conflicts of interest.2  54 20 14

Appointing carer executives to fill SES positions to the
extent practicable, consistent with the effective and efficient
implementation of agency policy and responsibilities. 2  56 15 18

1 Percentages may not total 100because of rounding or not reporting of "Don't Know" or "Can't Judge" responses.
2 These questions were not asked in 1986.
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FINDINGS

Figure 10. SES and FEI Alumni Responses to
Questions Concerning Whether They Would
Recommend Federal Employment to Others.

Percent
80

53
6 0 ............................................................. ............ ...............

45 44

2 0 .......... .............. ....

0
"Yes" or "Agree" *No* or "Disagree*

Response Choices

1989 Merit Principles 1989 FEIAA
Su r 1989 FEIAA Survey

Notes: 1. Merit Principles Survey responses were limited to members of the
SES at the time of the survey.
2. Merit Principles Survey question was "I would recommend the Federal
Government as a place to work." Response choices ranged
from *strongly agree" to "strongly disagree."
3. FEIAA survey respondents were alumni of FEI, including active,
retired, and former members of the SES and of GS/GM-15 positions.

4. FEIAA question was "Encourage Federal career to young people."
Response choices were "yes' and "no."
5. Responses that were neither affirmative nor negative are omitted.

Federal Executive Institute (survey conducted by FEI Alumni Association)

lieve the bonus/rank award system is a strong incen- sues raised by senior executives is shown by the fol-
tive; over half do not. Roughly 18 percent of the re- lowing quotes:
spondents believe "there are enough bonuses so that Cast my vote for the recertification concept-if I don't
if I perform well I have a good chance of receiving perfirm to the level required and to my full capability,
one." This compares to 19 percent in 1986, and 10
percent in 1983 (when we first asked the question). reduce the salary and reassign to a lower grade.

Written comments from senior executives mirror the The great harm of the SES has been the muffling of

concerns identified above, focusing largely on inade- independent views through the power to award bo-

quate pay. Other issues also surface, however, in- nuses. When the head of the agency's staff controls

cluding some that are not negative. The range of is- your pay, he is in a much better position to control
what you say.
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**junior SESers never get into the bonus pool for (FEIAA) in response to a similar question it asked in

years-and the bonus is too small to provide a real an October 1989 survey of association members. 10

performance incentive. The question FEIAA asked focused on encouraging

The combined image of Federal Employees (including young people to pursue a Federal career. Among

federal employee "bashing" by prior administrations) FEIAA respondents, about 45 percent said yes and
couped ithlowexeutie pa coparbilty ake about the same percentage said no. The difference in re-

coupled with low executive pay comparability make

staying in Federal Service very difficult for mission- suits between the two surveys may be in the response

oriented executives. This is the only employer I have groups. The MSPB respondents were all current SES em-

had whose basic philosophy towards employees dem- ployees; the FEIAA survey was answered by current

onstrates a conviction that all employees are moti- and former Federal employees, both in the SES or equiv-

vated by a desire to cheat the employer. alent, or GS 16-18 jobs (54 percent) and in GS/GM 15 or
equivalent jobs (45 percent), who are alumni of the Fed-

Many SES personnel are subject to arbitrary political eral Executive Institute. While the figures differ, neither
pressure to leave, transfer, or make improper deci- response group gave Federal employment a positive
sions. Some political executives have little under- boost.
standing of career executives' roles, and do not want Overall, 52 percent of the SES respondents to our
the advice or assistance of careerists. survey say they had received a performance or rank

Only about 27 percent of current SES members would award in the past two years, while 48 percent say
recommend Federal employment to others, while 53 they had not. This varied greatly between two SES
percent would not. As figure 10 shows, these are some- pay groupings (ES 1-4 and ES 5-6), as is seen in fig-
what more discouraging figures than were obtained by ure 11.
the Federal Executive Institute Alumni Association 9

Figure 11. SES Responses to "Have you received an SES
performance or rank award within the past 2 years?"

Percent
100

0 ES 1-4

12ES 5-6 7
8 0 . . . . .. . . . . . . ......... ................................ .. . ..............

546 0 ...... .. .. ........................ ... ... ... ... ..
46

4 0 ...... .................. ..

25

20 ...................... ......

0
Yes No

Response Choice

9 The Federal Executive Institute Alumni Association is an organization of current and former Federal employees who, as senior
executives or GS/GM-15's or equivalent, have attended the Federal Executive Institute.

10 Federal Executive Institute Alumni Association, "FEIAA Newsletter No. 139, January 1990, Summary Results of 1989 Survey," p.3.
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Although over half of the SES respondents say they this question vary considerably by types of employ-
had received an award in the past 2 years, we've al- ees and grade ranges, as shown in figure 13.
ready noted that fewer than one in five (18 percent) Note that, with the exception of the SES and GS 16-
agree that there are enough bonuses that they have a 18 respondent groups, the tendency is for the level
good chance to get one if they perform well. About 18 reoent goupslte tnd the level
three-fourths (74 percent) disagreed. Just over one of of agreement to decline, and the level of disagree-ever for (2 pecent oftheSES espndens aree ment to increase, as the white-collar grade level rises.
every four (27 percent) of the SES respondents agree
that the bonus/rank award system is a strong incen- Most of the respondents included written comments
tive for them to do their best (over half (56 percent) in the space provided on their surveys. The written
disagree). Only 15 percent of the respondents agree comments on this topic presented a very bleak out-
that the SES performance appraisal process has im- look intensified by the fact that most were from Se-
proved organizational effectiveness, while 62 per- nior Executives (the group with the most negative
cent disagree. outlook). The following three comments are typical

in their tone and content:
Over half of the SES respondents (56 percent) be-
lieve scientists and technical experts should have Have had a wonderful career but would not go into
their own system comparable to the SES rather than Federal Government today or recommend such with
being part of the SES (28 percent disagree). the current image and pay and benefits packages. (A

Senior Executive)

As a citizen I worry about our rush to a mediocre
civil service, but I would discourage my children

II. SATISFACTION WITH THE JOB AND from joining it primarily because of poor public

WITH CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT image (how many company executives routinely bash
their own employees?) and secondarily because of un-

In part one we reported employee views of how per- competitive pay and benefits. (A Senior Executive)
sonnel policies, systems, and procedures affect the I have had a very rewarding professional experience.
Government as an employer. This second part looks However, today the salaries are completely out of bal-
at employees' satisfaction with their jobs and their ance tda t sa ri y cmple, but I
conditions of employment. ance. I plan to stay in my job, which I love, but I

A. Overall Job Satisfaction
Figure 12. Positive Responses to "In general,

SA substantial majority of Federal employees are satis- I am satisfied with my current job," 1983-1989.

Sfled with their jobs. Year

The level of job satisfaction among Federal employ-
ees remains fairly high. In response to a specific
question directed at their job satisfaction, 70 percent
of the respondents say they are satisfied. As figure
12 shows, this is a slight improvement over 1986,
and continues a positive trend since 1983.

Additionally, 88 percent of the respondents agree 1986

that they find their work meaningful (up from 81
percent in 1986). And just over two-thirds of the re-
spondents say ,hat their present jobs make good use
of their skills ard abilities. /

70:

Despite this high level of job satisfaction, only about 1989

half (49 percent) of the respondents say they would
reconu,,end tht Feder,, Government as a place to
work. Over one-fourth (28 percent) say they would 0 20 40 60 80 100

not make this recommendation. The responses to Percent'StronglyAgreeo. or.
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Figure 13. How Various Groups of Employees
Responded to "I would recommend the Federal

Government as a place to work."

Percent

80

60 .. . . ....... . ............................................. 1 52 .. ... .. 53 ..............

40 .... ....... ....... J ... ..... ...... ....... . .

0

Pay Plan/Grade Range

Percent agree * Percent disagree

Note: "Neither agree nor disagree' and
Dont know/Can't judge" responses ormtted.

would not counsel my son to enter Federal service, ab- may include pay, benefits, and personnel policies
sent an adjustment in pay. (A Senior Executive) and procedures-don't weigh on the negative side

of the balance.
Over one-fourth (28 percent) of all respondents say

they will actively seek a new Federal Government In the preceding section we noted that while most
job outside their work units in the next year (46 per- Federal employees are satisfied with their jobs and
cent say they won't). Additionally, 13 percent say find those jobs meaningful, only about half would
they will look for a job outside the Federal Govern- recommend the Federal Government as an em-
ment. ployer. Logically, this is a contradiction. Is it a sign

that the Federal Government is relying heavily on
B. Satisfaction With Conditions of job satisfaction to keep its workers, and that other

Employment conditions of employment are now outweighing
that intrinsic one? A number of questions we asked

It isn't unreasonable to posit that people who really may shed light on this possibility.
like their jobs will accept-or at least tolerate-unfa-
vorable conditions of employment as long as those 1. General
conditions are overshadowed by the satisfaction cre-
ated by the job. Thus, NASA engineers, technicians,
and other personnel supporting the launch of a Several factors that are traditionally viewed as rea-
space shuttle might willingly work immense peri- sons to remain in Federal employment have lost
ods of overtime under tense conditions (disrupting strength as retention factors between the 1986 and
their lives and those of their families) for the intrin- 1989 surveys. These include: the intrinsic value of
sic satisfaction of being part of a successful mission. the work itself; salary; current health insurance bene-
However, at some point those unfavorable "other" fits; and opportunity to have an impact on public af-
condition! may weigh so heavily in the satisfaction fairs.
equation that they overbalance the satisfaction
found in the work itself. Therefore, it's in the best in- We asked respondents how a number of different
terest of employers to ensure as a minimum that factors weighed on their decisions to stay with or
these "other" conditions of cmployment-which leave Federal employment. Most of the factors were
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also identified in the 1986 survey. Figure 14 shows The Administration needs to work very hard to gener-
the distribution of responses, including 1986 infor- ate a positive image of Federal employees to the pub-
mation where available. lic. Otherwise, we'll soon have the kind of civil

servants the public perceives. The U.S. deserves theThe relative frequency of respondents designating best! (A Senior Executive)

the items as a reason to stay has not altered since

1986. However, there are some shifts in the strength The present pay scales at the clerical and upper pro-
of specific items as a retention factor. For example, a fessional and managerial levels [plus] the years of
greater percentage of respondents in 1989 than in constant bashing of government employees by politi-
1986 perceive job security as a reason to stay. cians at all levels [have] created an aura so adverse to

Compared to 1986, lesser percentages of 1989 re- public service in this country that the ability to at-

spondents perceive the following items as a reason tract and retain the best and brightest, that once ex-

to stay: isted, has been virtually destroyed. (A Senior
Executive)

" The work itself (the work they are performing); If, as the results suggest, the intrinsic value of the

" Salary; job being performed is losing its power to keep em-

" Job opportunities outside Government; ployees, and if other key components in the
stay/leave equation are not contributing to the satis-

" Opportunity to have an impact on public affairs; faction side, then the outlook for retaining a high-
and quality Federal work force is discouraging.

" Current health insurance benefits. 2. Pay as a Condition of Employment

Some respondents wrote comments that illustrate Pay is substantially a dissatisfier among Federal em-
the strength of their feelings on these issues. For ex- ployees, but the level of dissatisfaction is not uni-
ample: form. Determining payfor various white-collar

occupations and grade levels based on geographic lo-

[Lowpay cople wih por halt beefis mkescation has relatively high support, although the sup-
[Low payl coupled with poor health benefits makes port varies by grade groupings.

the Federal service less and less attractive. Attempt-

ing to hire clericals is next to impossible. It is no
longer a question of whether there will be an employ- Slightly more than one in every fo r respondentsment and service crisis in the Federal Government; (28 percent) indicate that they are satisfied with
the only question is when the media and the average their pay, while three of every five (60 percent) ex-
tenl qeonis wit. (A GM 13-14 employee) press dissatisfaction with theirs (not a surprising dis-

citizen recognizes tribution in light of some of the comments quoted
Unfortunately, the reputation and monetary issues earlier). While further analysis of this question
pertaining to Federal employees have been abused by shows no differences among other demographic
the politicians and news media. As a result it is far groups, it does show that the level of dissatisfaction
more difficult to recruit and train qualified person- is not uniform among various pay systems and
nel. (A Federal Wage System employee.) grade ranges. This is visible in figure 15.

In most areas, including Washington, DC, Federal We asked respondents how they view the idea of a
pay/compensation is so out-of-line with reality that pay system for people in their occupation and grade
effective recruiting is impossible. You get what you level that includes consideration of geographic loca-
pay for. In the world today the U.S. cannot survive tion. This is the key idea behind various Federal
with a "bargain basement" government. Serving the white-collar pay reforms currently being proposed
public (who generally do not appreciate your service) or considered, and an idea that appears to be well re-
no longer represents an incentive. (A Senior Execu- ceived in concept. Since Federal blue-collar employ-
tive) ees are already under a locality-based pay system,

we excluded them in analyzing the responses.
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FINDINGS

Figure 14. 1989 and 1986 Responses to "How does each of the
following affect your decision to stay with or leave the Government?"

Year I I
Current annual and sick leave benefits

1986 

1986 11111111111 ilII Jll
1989 Job______ security

19 6I i I I"1986

*1989 ______ The retirement system you are under
*'1989
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1986 111 11"1""1"1

Flexible work schedule
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in Govenment the Government stay nor leave

"CSRS (Civil Service Retirement System)
"*FERS (Federal Employees Retirement System)
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Figure 15. How Various Grouos Responded to

'Overall, I am satisfied with my current pay."
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NOTE: "Neither agree nor disagree" and
"Don't know/Can't judge" responses omitted.

Overall, the distribution of white-collar (including 3. Fair Treatment
SES and "supergrade" GS 16-18) responses indicates
that 58 percent agree that the pay for people in their
occupations and at their grade levels should vary ac- The sense offair treatment is generally even among

cording to geographic location, while 30 percent do all demnoqravr.ic vrours with one exception: age. In

not agree. We further analyzed the responses by general, as the age group rises, the percentage of em-

seven broad white-collar grade groups, with the re- ployees agreeing that they are treated fairly declines.

suits shown in figure 16. The strong level of agree-
ment among high-grade respondents may be a prod- Fair treatment of all employees is a major objective
uct of the large proportion of these employees for the merit system of the civil service, and a key to
located in relatively high-cost areas. employee satisfaction. We asked respondents to indi-

We also examined the responses by PATCO 1 occu- cate the extent to which they believe they are treated

pational categories, getting the results shown in fairly with regard to promotions, awards, training,

figure 17. and job assignments. The answers of those who be-
lieved they could make a judgment are shown in fig-
ure 18.

PATCO is a coding system devised by OPM for white-collar occupations. It assigns each white-collar classification series to one of the

following five categories: Professional; Administrative; Technical; Clerical; Other. In a small number of instances, a classification series is
identified for purposes of this report as "Mixed" because jobs may fit more than one PATCO category depending on grade (e.g., GS-203,
which indudes both personnel clerk, which is Clerical, and personnel assistant, which is Technical).
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FINDINGS

Figure 16. White-Collar Employee Responses
to 'Salaries for people in my occupation and
and grade level should vary geographically."
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Figure 1 7. PATCO Responses to "Salaries
for people in my occupation and at my

grade level should vary geographcally."
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FINDINGS

Figure 18. 1989 and 1986 Responses to "In the past 2 years, to what extent
do you believe you have been treated fairly in regard to the following?"

Year

Promotions

1989
1986

Awards

1989
1896 .. .

Training

1989
1986 1

Job Assignments

1989
1986 . ............

0 20 40 60 80 100
Percent by Response Category

Toa very great or To little orno
o To some extent extent

NOTE: "No basis to judge" respunses omitted.

Closer analysis reveals no differences in responses portance of the older worker to the future of the pri-
from men and women. There are distinctions among vate sector workplace.t 3

age groups for all four questions. With minor excep-
tions, for each question the percentage of employees 4. Greater Freedom to Engage in Partisan Political
responding "to a great or considerable extent" de- Activity
creases as the age group rises. If Federal agencies
will increasingly depend on older employees to ac-
complish their missions in the coming years (one of Employee interest in greater freedom to engage in, 12

the forecasts in "Civil Service 2000' ), this possible partisan political activity is mixed. Approximately
bias (or perception of bias) against older employees equal proportions do and do not want more fredom;
will have to be overcome. Interestingly, concerns a greater percentage expressed no interest either way.
about the older worker are not confined to those
working for the Federal Government. A report pre- Another issue we explored was the extent to which
pared by the U.S. Secretary of Labor stresses the im- employees are interested in greater freedom to be

more active in partisan political activities. The sur-

12 The I lud on Institute, op. cit., pp.2 1-22 and 40-41.

13 U.S. Department of Labor, "Older Worker Task Force: Key Policy Issues for the Future" (Report of the Secretarv of Labor), January

198), especially pp 3 , 7, and 9.
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Figure 19. Responses to "I would like
to be able legally to be more active

in partisan political activities."
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Note: 'Don't know/Can't judge* responses (5% of total) omitted.

vey asked for a response to the statement "I would of the SES were themselves political executives),
like to be able legally to be more active in partisan which may color their responses.
political activities." Revision of the Hatch Act is cur-
rently under consideration by Congress, making this 5. Outside Employment and Post-Employment
a timely question. Organizations and individuals Restrictions
both for and against changes to the Hatch Act have
expressed their opinions in testimony during con-
gressional hearings. This survey adds the views of a Of the respondents making a judgment on the sub-

representative cross section of Federal employees. ject, nearly half (45 percent) view outside employ-

The results, shown in figure 19, closely resemble a ment and post-employment restrictions as fair; about

bell curve and suggest that most employees don't one-fourth consider them unfair. The highest expres-

hold strong views one way or the other on this issue. sion of unfairness comes from Senior Executives.

Among survey subgroups, the desire to be more po- All Federal employees are subject to restrictions on
litically active is somewhat stronger among men employment outside Government while working for
than women. Little distinction appears among pay the Government. In addition, they are subject to re-
plan/grade groupings. The strongest disagreement
with this idea is among members of the Senior Exec- strictions on their employment after leaving the Fed-
utive Service and executives in grades GS 16-18 (half eral Government. Practically speaking, those post-or more of these groups disagree with the state- employment restrictions affect many (but probably
omrent. These attroups rsodesare tyil ie j- far less than half) of those who leave Governmentment). These latter respondents are typically in jobs employment for jobs elsewhere.
likely to have direct contact with politicians and po-
litical executives (some of the responding members
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The survey asked for a response to the statement 6. Perceptions of Drug Abuse in the Work Place
"Current Federal outside employment and post-em-
ployment restrictions to assure an ethical Govern-
ment are fair." Of the respondents expressing an About 12 percent of the respondents perceive a drug

opinion about the fairness of these restrictions, bet- abuse problem in their work units "to some extent"

ter than two of every five (45 percent) agree that or greater. The extent of the perceived problem varies

they are fair, while slightly more than one in four greatly by agency, and the perception is stronger

(27 percent) consider them unfair. among blue-collar than white-collar employees.

When this question is examined by pay system and Another question in our survey addresses a major
grade grouping, we find that all categories except social issue: drug abuse. We asked respondents to re-
SES respondents are in an agreement range of 40 to port issue to abusey e here is a rug55 pecnadadsgemn ag f2 o3 e- port the extent to which they believe there is a drug
55 percent, and a disagreement range of 22 to 39 per- abuse problem among employees in their work
cent. In contrast, only 33 percent of the SES respon- units. Two caveats are in order before discussing the
dents agree, and 54 percent disagree, that the restric- results. First, the question intentionally did not in-
tions are fair. Such a difference is understandable, clude the word "alcohol." However, it is highly
given the greater likelihood of post-employment re- likely that perceptions of alcohol abuse are included
strictions affecting higher graded employees, in the results to some degree. We have no way of

Similarly, analysis by agency shows an agreement knowing the extent of this effect. Second, the results
range of 35 to 58 percent, and a disagreement range of do not represent the incidence of drug abuse. In-
18 to 46 percent. These differences may reflect the inter- stead, they represent percentages of employees who
nal occupational profiles of the various agencies. perceive (or don't perceive) a drug abuse problem to

Figure 20. Responses to "To what extent
do you believe there is a drug abuse problem

among employees in your work unit?"

15%

." ... /°.. 3%

1%

* Very great extent - Considerable extent [ Some extent

[Little extent * ! No extent Don't know
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varying degrees. It's possible for the responses from problem "to some extent" or greater Interestingly,
several employees in the same organization to draw when examining supervisors' responses we find a
on a single perceived case of drug abuse. slightly higher percentage of second-level supervi-

sors than first-level supervisors who perceived a
The drug abuse question produced responses which sos tha vesuperiow pc e
indicate that at least some individuals perceive a
drug abuse problem within their work units. About Examination by pay system and grade range dis-
12 percent of the respondents said that there is a closes a substantial difference between white-collar
problem at least "to some extent" in their work and blue-collar responses. Within the white-collar
groups. Another 15 percent said there was a prob- grade groups, 12 percent or less of each group see a
1em to "a little extent." Two response groups ("to no problem "to some extent" or greater. A substantially
extent" and "don't know/can't judge") which jointly higher proportion (22 percent) of blue-collar employ-
represent almost 75 percent of the respondents do ees hold this perception.
not perceive a problem. The distribution of re- Finally, when the responses are examined by
sponses is shown in figure 20. agency, we find the array shown in table 6.

For discussion purposes, we will focus on the 12 per-
cent of all respondents who perceive a drug abuse

Table 6. To what extent do you believe there is a drug abuse problem among employees in your work unit?
(Agencies ranked by percentage of respondents answering "to some extent" or greater.)

Agency Percent Agency (continued) Percent

Navy ........................... 23 "All Other Agencies" (Smaller agencies combined) . . 9

Other DOD ........................ 15 Commerce ......................... 8

Education ......................... 14 Energy ........................... 8

General Services Administration ........... 14 Environmental Protection Agency ............ 8

Interior . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. .. . 13 Labor . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . 8

Veterans Affairs ..................... 13 State . ............................. 8

AVERAGE, ALL AGENCIES ............. 12 Army ............................ 7

Health and Human Services .............. 11 Office of Personnel Management .............. 6

Heusing and Urban Development .......... 10 Transportation ....................... 6

Treasury ......................... 10 Justice . ............................ 5

Agriculture ......................... 9 National Aeronautics and Space Administration . .. 5

Air Force .......................... 9 Small Business Administration ............. 5
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Conclusions

According to our respondents, Federal agencies for skills and knowledge they need. Further, the total
the most part are upholding the merit system princi- labor pool is expected to shrink, leading to increased
ples in their day-to-day dealings with their employ- competition for even marginally prepared job appli-
ees. However, nearly one-third of our survey's re- cants. Those projections also foresee rapid changes
spondents perceive the intrusion of a "buddy sys- in job technology.
tern" into job and job reward decisions. Addition- On average, Federal employees already are older
ally, about 15 percent report the presence of illegal and better educated than the general U.S. work
discrimination in personnel decisions. force. In the coming years, training will take on in-

The survey reflects a Federal work force that largely creased importance in Federal agencies both to pre-
supports the concept of basing pay on performance, pare new employees to perform their jobs well, and
but which also questions how well that concept has to enable longer term employees to keep up with job
been implemented in their agencies. Most employ- changes or to learn new jobs. The survey responses
ees ruject the idea of replacing the current five-level suggest that Federal agencies aren't doing the latter
performance rating system with a "pass/fail" one; very well right now.
the idea has its greatest support among second-level The survey responses indicate that there are some
supervisors, although a majority still reject it. perceptions of drug abuse in the Federal work force,

About one-fourth of the respondents believe the although there is no way from the survey to deter-
amount of work done in their units could be in- mine the level of incidence. And finally, the re-
creased without additional staff, and almost one- sponses tell us that Federal workers are about
third believe the quality of their units' work could evenly divided on whether they want more freedom
be improved under the same conditions. Fewer than to engage in partisan political activity-and a large
half of the respondents believe their immediate su- proportion are neutral to this idea.
pervisors have organized the work group effectively The survey also tells us that Federal employees gen-
to accomplish work, although in many other re- erally are satisfied with their jobs, believe their work
spects supervisors are viewed favorably by healthy is meaningful, and think their present jobs make
majorities of respondents. good use of their skills and abilities. However, only

The survey raises some concerns about the future of about half are sufficiently satisfied with the Federal
the Federal work force. While most respondents Government as an employer to recommend the Gov-
view their fellow employees as good workers, they ernment as a place to work.
tend to see the quality of new hires as lower than the Such a logical "disconnect" raises questions that de-
quality of people who have left Government. And serve examining by policy makers. Fortunately, com-
there is substantial agreement that the quality of ap- ments included in the responses suggest explana-
plicants for virtually all jobs has declined over the mens includin perepons e ute pan-past 4 years-continuing a pattern found in our tions, including perceptions of inadequate pay; con-
19864 surve, acerns about eroding health insurance and retirement
1986 survey. benefits; and reaction to an extended period of "bu-
About one-third of the respondents also report that reaucrat bashing." These issues, together with oth-
they are neither receiving training they need to keep ers discussed earlier (e.g., the quality of job appli-
pace with changes in their jobs nor being trained in cants and of supervisors; improving productivity;
new technology as it is brought into their offices. keeping employees current; and drug abuse in the
Most demographic projections suggest that by the work place) are currently being addressed by the
year 2000 all employers will find it increasingly diffi- Administration and by Congress. With the excep-
cult to hire people who will bring to the job all of the
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tion of "bureaucrat bashing," each is a complex all Federal employees. The decisions reached by
issue not amenable to easy solutions. those policy makers will have a significant effect on

We think that findings from this survey offer a good whether some of the findings from this survey-and

snapshot of the views of Federal employees in late trends found between 1986 and 1989-continue or

1989. We believe those views will be valuable to pol- are reversed.
icy makers as they consider changes that will affect
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APPENDIX

A

U.S. MERIT SYSTEMS PROTECTION BOARD
Washington, D.C. 20419

Dear Federal Co-worker

We need your help with this survey of Federal pay and working conditions. You're part
of a relatively small group of Federal employees selected randomly to represent the views of
over 2 million Federal employees. Results from this survey will be reported to Congress and
the President and made available to the public. Your answers are important.

The U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB) is an independent Federal agency
created by Congress in 1978. One of our tasks is to monitor the health of the Federal
personnel system. One way we do that is by periodically conducting surveys of the
employees in that system. In developing this questionnaire, we received assistance from
national Federal employee unions, professional associations, and other interested groups.

This survey gives you an opportunity to share your opinions and experiences concerning
your job, your supervisor, your co-workers, performance appraisal, and other subjects. You
may complete it at your work site or in the privacy of your own home. Please base your
answers on your own experiences and opinions. We will keep your answers confidential.
Please do not put your name anywhere on this questionnaire.

Please return the completed questionnaire in the enclosed postage paid envelope within 5
days after you receive it. If you would like a copy of the report(s) published as a result of
this survey, you may write to us at the address shown on the next page.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Evangeline W. Swift
Director, Policy and Evaluation

U. S. Merit Systems Protection Board

1989 MERIT PRINCIPLES SURVEY
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APPENDIX

U.S. MERIT SYSTEMS PROTECTION BOARD
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20419

1989 MERIT PRINCIPLES SURVEY
This survey asks Federal employees to share their opinions and experiences on a variety of personnel
issues. The questionnaire is divided into the following four broad sections:

* Section I, which applies to all employees. It covers a wide range of areas, including your job; the
personnel practices in your work group; issues concerning pay; and individual and organizational
performance.

* Section II, completed by supervisors, which is concerned with managing people.

" Section III, completed by members of the Senior Executive Service, which addresses issues
specifically relevant to the SES.

" Section IV, completed by all employees, which covers personal and job information.

You may not have to answer every question in this survey. Instructions will tell you what questions to
skip. Also, please use the last page of this questionnaire to write any additional responses or comments
you may wish to make.

" DON'T use ink or ballpoint pens.
" Erase completely and cleanly any answer you wish to change.
" Don't make any stray marks in this booklet.

CORRECT MARK. INCORRECT MARKS.
0000 ()( Z

ilIF Use No 2 Pencil Only

Collection of the requested information is authorized by the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978
(P.L. 95-454). Your participation in this survey is completely voluntary and none of the information
you choose to supply will be associated with you individually

REOR REQES ADDRESS

If you would like a copy of the reports published as a result of this survey, please address your
request to.

U S Merit Systems Protcction Board
Office of Policy and Evaluation
1120 Vermont Avenue. N W
Washington, D.C. 20419

-2-
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SECTION 1: ALL EMPLOYEES

StrnNlithgretrr ae n disagree

Strongly disagree Agm
Strongly agree . -t

Neither agree nor disagree -
To what extent . ,

do you agree or 14. My most recent performance
disagree with each Strongly agree "' rating presented an accurate
of the following picture of my actual job,-,
statements? performance ................... 0 0 09 I

1. The work I do on my job is 15. I understand the performance
meaningful to me ............... 000000 standards for my job ............. 0 0 00

2. During the next year, I will actively 16. I have the skills I need to do my job... 04(000
look for a new Federal Government
job outside of this work group ....... 000000 17. I would like to be able legally to

be more active in partisan political
3. During the next year, I will actively activities ....................... 0000 d

look for a new job outside the
Federal Government ............. 000000

4. My present job makes good use 18. Please indicate how each of the following affects your

of my skills and abilities ............. 000000 decision to stay with or leave the Federal Government.

5. A portion of my pay should be " .. 0 4tD
based on how well I perform ........ 000000 Reason for leaving the Government

Ne'ie a rogsoh-to #NY uow qv
Reason for staying in Government

6. A portion of my pay, as well as that
of my co-workers, should be based
on the performance of my entire
work group .................... 000000 a. Public image of Federal workers ....... 00

7. It is important to me to have a voice b. Opportunity to have an impact on
in decisions which affect my work.... 000000 public affairs ..................... 0 0 0

S. In general, I am satisfied with my job.. .000600 c. The work itself, the duties you perform ... 0 0

d . The retirement system you are under ..... 0) 0.)

9. If I had a choice, I would choose to
be put under a pay-for-performance
system (i.e., salary increases based e. Current health insurance benefits ........ 0 0
on my supervisor's judgment of
my job performance) ................ 000000. f. Current annual and sick leave benefits .... 0 09

10. Iverall, I am satisfied with my g. Salary ................................. 0 .0 '.
current pay ......................... 000000

h. Promotion opportunities ............. 0

11. I would recommend the Federal
Government as a place to work ...... 000000 i. Job security ........................... 000

j. Current private sector job opportunities ... 00012. Salaries for people in my occupation,

and at my grade level should vary k. Flexible work s
according to geographic location 010schedule............... 0

rather than being based on a single
salary schedule nationwide .......... 000000 I. Monetary incentives to perform well

(e.g., cash awards, bonuses, quality

13. Current Federal outside employment ,, step increases) ......................... 0 110
and post-employment restrictions
to assure an ethical Government m. The physical environment where you ,

are fair .............................. 0 0 0 0 0 0 work .................................. O (: o

-3-
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19. In the past 2_ . 23. Have you received a written performance appraisal
years, to what To no extentP' in the past 12 months?

extent do you To some , 0 Y es
believe you To some extent 0 No
have been 0-CI ' T - P .. .'. 0 No, but have not been in job long enough to be
treated fairly To a very great extent appraised.
in regard to
the following? " 24. To what extent were you involved in determining

a. Promotions ................. 00 QOQ your performance elements and standards?

b. Awards .......................... O 0000 0 To a very great extent
c. Training ......................... 0000010 0 To a considerable extent

d. Job assignments ............. 000,000 0 To some extent
0 To a little extent

20. To what extent should each of the , 0 To no extent
following be allowed to provide 0 Don't have elenents and standards
input into your performance
appraisal rating? 25. My most recent performance rating was:

a. Yourself ......................... 000000 0 Level 1 (Unacceptable or Unsatisfactory)

b. Your coworkers .............. 000000 0 Level 2 (Minimally Successful or Minimally Satisfactory)

c. Your immediate supervisor ........ 000000 0 Level 3 (Fully Successful)

d. Your second-level supervisor ...... 0 O Level 4 (Exceeds Fully Satisfactory or Exceeds Fully
Successful)

21. If the people in your work group 0 Level 5 (Outstanding)
stayed the same, to what extent 0 Have not had a rating
do you think:

a. the amount of work done in
your area could be increased? ..... 000000 . .

b. the quality of work done in Strongly disagree
your area could be increased? ..... OOOOO

Neither agree nor disagree

Strongly agree ;4

22. To what extent
do you agree or 0""t lno°/Cant b 26. I would like to see the existing
disagree with Strongly disagree 5-level performance rating
the following 0h.Obo system changed to a simple
statements Neither agree nor disagree "pass/fail" system .................. 000000
concerning your As.es
immediate Strongly agree 27. Through the performance rating
supervisor? system, my supervisor should
a. There is effective two-way have greater control over my

communication between my compensation ....................... 0 0 .000
immediate supervisor and me ... 000000

b. My immediate supervisor 28. The performance appraisal process
treats me fairly ................... 000000 should be changed to put a limit

c. My immediate supervisor has on the number of high ratings ........ OOOQOQ.
good technical skills .............. 000000

d. My immediate supervisor has
good leadership skills ........... 000000 . ,.,,'. .SS , i ,q

e. My immediate supervisor 29. If you performunlikely

encourages me to offer ideas and 2 Iy pf
suggestions to improve better in your Neither likely nor unlikely
productivity and/or quality of work . 0 00000 present job,

how likely is it -
f. My immediate supervisor has that you will: Very likely

organized our work group
effectively to get the work done .... 000000 a. Receive more pay (e.g., bonus,

g. My immediate supervisor promotion, cash award)? ........... 000000
encourages my participation in b. Receive nonpay rewards
making decisions affecting my work. 000000 (e.g., letter of recognition)? ......... 000000

h. I have trust and confidence in c. Receive informal recognition (e.g.,
my immediate supervisor ......... 000000 being told you do good work)? ...... 000000

-4-
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34. To what extent do you believe there is a drug abuse

Poor problem among employees in your work unit?

0 To a very great extent 0 To a little extent
Average - 0 To a considerable extent 0 To no extent

0 M 0 To some extent 0 Don't know/Can't judge
Outstanding

35. Have you changed jobs in the past 3 years
(e.g., transfer, reassignment, promotion)?

30. Overall, how would you rate the
quality of your current coworkers " 0 Yes 0 No
in your immediate work group? ...... O)0000

Strongly disagree
31. Overall, how would you rate the D

quality of people who have joined Neither agree nor disagree
your immediate work group from A"
outside the Government in the "
past 4 years (or since you've Strongly agree

been in your work group if less
than 4 years)? ...................... 000000 36. The nature of the work I perform

has changed substantially over

32. Overall, how would you rate the the past 3 years.................000000

quality of people who have left 37. I have received the training I
the Federal Government from needed to keep pace with my
your immediate work group . job as it has changed ............. 000000
in the past 4 years? ................ O 0Q0(00 38. l am being trained on new technology

as it is brought into my office ........ 000000

39. Are you a:
33. In the past 2 years, have any of the following 0 Nonsupervisor? - Skip to question 44 on page 6.

practices happened to you? Were you: 0 First-level supervisor (i.e., do you sign performance
(Mark ONE response for each practice.) appraisals for other employees )

0 Second- or higher-level supervisor?

No. it did not happen to me. SECTON I: SUPERVISORS

a. Influenced to withdraw from competition for 40. In the past 4 years, has the quality of applicants for
a Federal job in order to help another vacancies in your work group improved or worsened?
person's chances for getting a job? ........... 00 (Mark ONE response for each type of position vacancy.)

b. Denied a job or job reward as a result of Ne bsli I* bode
another person's selection based on his/her Greatly worsened
family relationship? .......................... 0 0 ge ma -H

Remained the same

c. Denied a job or job reward as a result of seini h 5d
another person's selection based on the Greatly improved
"buddy system" without regard to merit? ... 0...00 Position Vacancies

d. Denied a job or job reward based on race, a. Wage Grade (trades and crafts) ..... 000000
color, religion, sex, age, national origin, b. GS 1 through 5clericalorsecretarial.. 000000
handicapping condition or marital status? ..... C) C) c. GS 6 and above clerical or secretarial.. 000000

d. GS 1 through 5 technical (e.g..
e. Pressured to resign or transfer on account engineering, biological or medical

of political affiliation? ........................ 0 0 technician or aide) ................. 0 0 0 0 0 0

e. GS 6 and above technical .......... 000000
f. Denied a job or job reward as a result f. GS 5 through 7 entry-level

of political affiliation? ........................ C)0 professional or administrative ...... 000000

g. GS 9 through 12 mid-level
g. Asked by someone of authority over you to professional or administrative ...... 000000

provide a political contribution or service? ..... 00 h. GS or GM 13 through 15 senior-

level professional or administrative... 000000
h. Been subject to'reprisal for making a i. SES or GS 16 through 18 .......... 000000

"whistleblower" disclosure? .................. 0 0 . Other ............................. 0 0 0 0 0 0
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41. During the past 2 years have you supervised employees 42. Which of these problems did you have to deal with
with poor performance or misconduct problems? most recently?

0 Yes, poor performance 0 No _Skip to 0 Poor performance
0 Yes, misconduct 0 Not sureJ question 44. 0 Misconduct
0 Yes, poor performance and misconduct 0 Mixed (both)

Please continue with Item 42. - / Please continue with Item 43A.

43A. For the problem referred to in question 42, 43B. For each action that you took, what effect did it have
what did you do? on the employee's behavior?

(Mark the oval in this column after each action
you took.) MARK HERE THE EFFECT OF YOUR ACTION ON

THE EMPLOYEE'S PERFORMANCE OR CONDUCT
ACTION TAKEN Made Made Made

I took Things No Things No Basis
a. I counseled the employee and worked with this action Worse Difference Better To Judge

him/her informally .......................0...............0........ 0 ........0 ......... 0

b. I referred the employee to a counseling
service provided by my agency ................... 0 ................... 0 ........0... 0 ........... 0

c. I gave the employee a less than satisfactory
performance rating ............................. 0 ........... 0 ........... 0 ........... 0

d. I placed the employee on a Performance
Improvement Plan ........................0.....................0......... 0 ....... 0 .... 0

e. I initiated formal action against him/her ........ 0 ...............0 ........ 0 ....... 0 ........... 0
f. I took no action ..........................0................. 0 ........ 0 ........... 0 ........... 0
g. I have not decided yet what to do ............. 0 ............. 0 ........0... 0 ........... . 0

Did you remember to answer 43B?

44. Are you a member of the Senior Executive Service 51. To what extent do you agree with the following
(SES)? statements about the SES?

0 Yes 0 No - Skip to question 53 on page 7. (Mark ONE response for each statement.)

SECTION III: SENIOR EXECUTIVE SERVICE Sol igeStrongly disagree

45. Were you converted into the SES in 1979 when the Neither agree nor disagree
SES first started (i.e., are you a charter member)? Age

0 Yes 0 No Strongly agree

46. How long have you been in the SES?
Statement

0 Less than 1 year

0 1 to less than 2 years a. The bonus/rank award system
0 2 to less than 5 years is a strong incentive for me
0 5 years or more to do my best ..................... 000000

47. Which type of SES appointment do you have?

0 Career 0 Limited b. There are enough bonuses so
0 Noncareer that if I perform well I have a

good chance of receiving one ...... 000000
48. Which of the following best describes your immediate

supervisor?

0 Political executive 0 Military officer c. Scientists and technical experts
0 Career executive 0 Other should not be part of the current

SES system, but rather should
49. Do you supervise SES employees? have their own comparable system .00000

0 Yes 0 No

50. Have you received an SES performance or rank d. The SES performance appraisal
award within the past 2 years? process has improved

0 Yes 0 No organizational effectiveness ........ 000 06
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APPENDIX,.

52. The objectives for the SES listed below are taken SECTION IV: PERSONAL AND JOB
directly from the law. How successful is your agency INFORMATION (ALL EMPLOYEES)
in meeting these objectives?

....... .m/Q'J!P 53. How many years have you been a Federal Government

Completely unsuccessful employee (excluding military service)?

0 Less than 1 year 0 16 through 20 years
Neither successful nor unsuccessful 0 1 through 5 years 0 21 through 25 years

SKmmAuvNwmmm" 0 6 through 10 years 0 26 through 30 years
Completely successful 0 11 through 15 years 0 31 years or more

a. Basing compensation, retention and 54. Do you work at headquarters or in the field?
tenure on executive success mea-
sured in terms of individual and 0 Headquarters
organizational performance ........ 000000 0 Field location (e.g., regional office, field office, state office)

b. Assuring that senior executives are
accountable and responsible for
the effectiveness and productivity 55. How many years of full-time employment have you
of employees under them .......... 0 0000 had outside of the Federal Government within the

c. Recognizing exceptional past 5 years?

accomplishment ................... 000000 0 None 0 1-3 years

d. Enabling the head of an agency to 0 Less than 1 year 0 4-5 years
reassign senior executives to best
accomplish the agency's mission .... 000000

56. Are you:
e. Providing severance pay, early 0 Male 0 Female

retirement, and placement
assistance for senior executives
who are removed from the SES
for nondisciplinary reasons ......... OOO0OO 57. What is your age?

f. Protecting senior executives from 0 Under 20 0 50-54
arbitrary or capricious actions ....... 000000 0 20-29 0 55-59

g. Providing for program continuity 0 30-39 0 60-64
and policy advocacy in the 0 40-49 0 65 or older
management of public programs .... OO 000

h. Ensuring accountability for
honest, economical and efficient 58. What is your highest education level? (Mark only ONE)
Government ...................... O O OOO 0 Less than high school diploma

i. Providing for the initial and 0 High school diploma or GED

continuing systematic develop- 0 High school diploma or GED plus some college
ment of highly competent or technical training
senior executives .................. OOOOO 0 2-year college degree (AA, AS)

0 4-year college degree (BA, BS. or other bachelors degree)j.Providing for an executive system 0Sm rdaesho

which is guided by the public 0 Some graduate school
interest and free from improper 0 Graduate or professional degree
political interference ............... 000000

k. Providing a -ompensation system
designed tc tact and retain highly 59. What is your pay category?
competent ior executives ........ 000000 0 General schedule or similar (GS, GG, GW)

I. Maintaining a merit personnel 0 GM
system free of prohibited 0 Wage system (WG, WS, WL. WD. WN)
personnel practices ................ 000000 0 Executive (ST, EX, SES) or equivalent

0 Other
m. Ensuring compliance with all appli-

cable civil service rules and regula-
tions, including those related to equal 60. What is your current pay grade?
employment opportunity, political
activity and conflicts of interest ..... 000000 0 1-4 0 16-18

0 5-8 0 ES-i, ES-2, ES-3, ES-4 (SES only)
n. Appointing career executives to fill 05-8 0 ES-5 ES-6 (SES only)

SES positions to the extent practi- 09-12 0 ES-5. ES-6 (SES only)

cable, consistent with the effective 0 13-14 0 Other
and efficient implementation of 0 15
agency policy and responsibilities ... OOO0OO
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61. To which retirement system do you belong? 63. What is your job classification series (e.g., 334 for

0 Civil Service Retirement System (CSRS) computer specialists. 318 for secretaries, 810 for
0 Federal Employees Retirement System (FERS) civi0 engineers, or 610 for nurses)? Please indicate

your job classification series below, placing O's in
62. Where do you work? front of the number, if necessary, to make it four

digits long. For example, if you are a computer
OD Agriculture ED Housing and Urban specialist with the job classification series number
CD Commerce Development 334, you would mark it as follows:

Defense: 0 Interior
CD Air Force ) Justice Your joL. series
(D Army WD Labor Example classification number
(D Navy 0 National Aeronautics and I33 j  Write the numbers
(D Other DoD Space Administration in the boxes.

(M Office of Personnel
Then, darken

CD Education Management CD (1) CD (D the matching (D 
(D Energy 0 Small Business CD(CD0D() ovals (XDa(CD
(1D Environmental Administration () OCD

Protection Agency 43 State (D (D ) DO QD40 GD
CD General Services CD Transportation (D()QD QD C(D

Administration C) Treasury GD (ID C]D ) (10 GD

0 Health and Human 0 Veterans Affairs C CD CD)C I
Services 0 Other C (ID D (D D 0 W

Please continue with Item 63. 1 ID CD

COMMENTS

Please briefly describe why you would or would not want to be under a pay-for-performance system.

Other comments (Please use the space below for any other comments you may wish to offer about Federal personnel
issues. Attach additional pages if you need more space.)

This completes the survey. Please use the enclosed postage-paid envelope to return the survey.
If a postage-paid envelope is not provided, please return to MSPB Survey Processing Center,
Questar Data Systems, Inc., 2905 West Service Road, Eagan, MN 55121. Thank you for your
cooperation.

3038- Ouestar, 958-54321
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